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Abstract: As a new heating of energy-efficient and comfortable, low-temperature floor radiant heating system of floor radiation is increasingly applied to a wide range of housing construction. In the paper, establishing the model of radiant floor heating systems, the effect of outdoor temperature, enclosure structures and heating storage characteristic that influence the indoor air temperature and the enclosure temperature are analyzed. The fuzzy-PID controller is chosen as the control of the radiant floor heating systems. Compares several control strategies about air-based control, slab-based control, and two parameter control. Two-parameter control based on the floor surface temperature and the indoor air temperature is very stable, with high initial investment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous improvement of living standards, people’s requirements of comfortable are also increasing, coupled with an increasing number of foreigners settle in China, the Chinese traditional heating methods are facing more and more challenges [1]. Low-temperature radiant floor heating will become the preferred way of heating because it’s comfortable, healthy, environmental protection, and energy saving. As the key factor of low-temperature water radiant floor heating system, temperature control has become the study focus in HVAC industry.

The low-temperature radiant floor heating with energy saving, environmental protection, comfort and features of a heating method by the introduction to our country, has been great attention by countries as well as the construction industry, and soon in North China, as well as widely used in most parts of the north.

As a new heating of energy-efficient and comfortable, low-temperature heating system of floor radiation is increasingly applied to a wide range of housing construction. Low-temperature radiant floor heating system is a system which makes use of the building ground to heat [2-4]. In the system, whole ground is used as a heat sink, and low temperature hot water is used as heat source. The plastic pipe which is high temperature and corrosion resistance, pressure is laid directly in the concrete layer. When hot water flows into the aluminum tube, the release heat warms the floor uniformly. The floor warms near air, and change heat with body, wall, furniture and maintenance facilities around, raising these surface temperature. In common, the temperature of water in low-temperature radiant floor heating system is below 60°C; in home construction, it is 30-50°C [3]. Radiation heat in the total transfer heat is more than 50%. This heating method allows hot air distributing for the bottom to the top, meeting the characteristics of human physiology, solving the problem of space in heating, as an ideal heating system.

2. LOW-TEMPERATURE WATER RADIANT FLOOR HEATING SYSTEM

Along with the rapid development of the national economy and the improvement of modern living standards, low-temperature water radiant floor heating technology is widely promoted and has become the preferred method of heating system. There are advantages with this system [5].

2.1. Advantages

It is comfortable and healthy. In terms of heating comfort, low-temperature radiant floor heating is an ideal way of heating, which allows hot air distributing for the bottom to the top, meeting the physical needs of the human body in temperature distribution. Around temperature is uniform, and the temperature gradually decreasing from the bottom to the top, so that there is good feeling with cold head and warm feet. Because indoor air flows not sharply, there are no the indoor dust emissions. Indoor air quality improves significantly, and people feel comfortable [6].

It is energy saving. Heating method of low-temperature radiant floor heating system is thermal radiation mainly, with little heat loss and high energy efficiency. In common, the temperature of water in low-temperature radiant floor heating system is below 60°C. The boiler return water, ground water and other waste energy can be effectively utilized as preparation energy, saving energy and protecting environment.

It saves space. Plastic pipe is buried below the floor, without any radiator and piping facilities in the room, take no effective interior space, increasing the use of space. The indoor becomes more beautiful.
It is good in thermal stability. Due to the great heat storage of floors and under-floor concrete layer, in the case of opening doors and windows often, there is no significant change in the room temperature.

It can be used for a long time. The life of the system can be up to 50 years, instead of 15-20 years in the normal heating system.

2.2. Disadvantages

In the initial investment capital, the traditional way of heating is 35 to 38 CNY per square meter, while the low-temperature radiant floor heating system is 60 CNY per square meter [7].

During the installation process, low temperature floor heating system has very strict requirements. on the ground, the pipe depth, pitch pipe and piping methods. The ground must be level, without any uneven and gravel pieces, steel and other in installation. Small buried deep will cause floor lower thermal resistance, high floor temperature. Different ways of piping has a great influence on the uniformity of surface temperature.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM

Domestic and foreign scientists and engineers carried on a large number of researches about its heating mechanisms, thermal comfort and energy-saving effect areas. But most research focused on the internal structure of the floors and heat transfer process, from the simulation calculation of heat transfer model established the internal floor, analyses cover thick-ness, and pipe distance, laying way and other factors for the system temperature distribution. As for the regulation and control of the floor heating radiation involved is less. Because radiation floor cover has capability of strong store heat and exothermic, the use of Thus, it need further study for cover floor heating systems intermittent operation to establish more realistic heat transfer model, summed up the law of temperature changes and provide a theoretical basis and practice guidance for designing, function and management.

3.1. Mathematical Model

Radiant heat release of the floor is

$$q_r = J_f - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_{r,i} J_i$$

(1)

$q_r$ is radiant transfer heat of the floor.
$J_f$ is the total radiant heat of the floor surfaces.
$J_i$ is the total radiant heat of the surfaces $i$.
$\phi_{r,i}$ is Radiation angle factor of the surfaces $i$ to the floor.

The multi-surface room is simplified into two surfaces, floor surface and imaginary surface. Imaginary surface temperature is $t_{AUST}$ ( Average Unheated Surface Temperature).

$$t_r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \varepsilon_i t_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \varepsilon_i} = t_{AUST}$$

(2)

t_r is the imaginary surface temperature, °C.
$A_i$ is the surface area of the surface $i$ in the room.
$\varepsilon_i$ is the emissivity of the surface $i$ in the room.
t_i is the average temperature of the surface $i$ in the room.
t_{AUST} is average unheated surface temperature.

It is simplified into

$$q_r = \sigma_b \phi \left[ (t_r + 273)^4 - (t_{AUST} + 273)^4 \right]$$

(3)

$q_r$ is the radiant transfer heat of the floor after simplified.
$\sigma_b$ is the blackbody radiation constant.
$\phi$ is considerable radiation angle coefficient between the floor and the imaginary surface.
t_r is the average temperature of the floor surface.

Considerable radiation angle coefficient between the two surfaces is

$$\phi_{r,i} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_i \varepsilon_r \phi_{r,i} \phi_{r,i} + A_i A_r \frac{1}{\varepsilon_i} - 1}$$

(4)

$\varepsilon_r, \varepsilon_i$ is emissivity of the floor surface and the imaginary surface.
$\phi_{r,i}$ is the angle factor of floor to imaginary surface.
$A_r, A_i$ is the surface area of the floor surface and the imaginary surface.

$$q_r = 5*10^{-5} \left[ (t_r + 273)^4 - (t_{AUST} + 273)^4 \right]$$

(5)

The radiant heat transfer relationship between radiant floor heating room floor with the non-heated surface is shown in Fig. (2).

Fig. (1). Ways of layout the tubes.
Fig. (2). The radiant heat transfer relationship between radiant floor heating room floor with the non-heated surface.

3.2. Control

3.2.1. PID Controller

PID control is shown as:

$$u(t) = k_p \left[ e(t) + \frac{1}{T_i} \int_0^t e(t) \, dt + T_d \frac{de(t)}{dt} \right]$$  (6)

Low-temperature radiant floor heating system is a discrete system, so it is changed to:

$$u(k) = k_p \left[ e(k) + \frac{1}{T_i} \sum_{i=0}^k e(i) + T_d \frac{e(k) - e(k-1)}{T} \right]$$  (7)

$u(k)$ is the output function of PID in time $k$.
$e(k)$ is the input function of PID in time $k$.
$T$ is the sampling period of the system.
$T_i$ is the integration time constant.
$T_d$ is the differential time constant.
$k_p$ is the scaling factor.

$$\Delta u(k) = k_p \Delta e(k) + k_i \sum_{i=0}^k [e(k) - e(k-1)]$$

(8)

$$= k_p \Delta e(k) + k_i \sum_{i=0}^k e(k) - k_i \sum_{i=0}^k e(k-1)$$

(9)

$$= k_p \Delta e(k) + k_i \sum_{i=0}^k e(k) - k_i e(k-2)$$

(10)

The PID controller parameters are fixed. The control is not optimal without online self-tuning. So, fuzzy-PID is developed.

3.2.2. Fuzzy-PID

The fuzzy-PID is changes the PID controller parameters according to the fuzzy table of kp, online adjusting the parameters, meeting the control requirements different times [8].

The most important thing is to build the fuzzy rules in line with the actual situation, based on practical experience accumulated by people in the past. Three parameters are adjusted according to the fuzzy rule.

The block diagram of the fuzzy-PID controller is shown in Fig. (3).

![Fig. (3). The block Diagram of The Fuzzy-PID controller.](image)

4. EXPERIMENT

In a regulatory control period, the central vertical measuring point temperature in the middle of floor varies as shown in Fig. (4). Generally, we believed the temperature in 1.5m above the room ground represents the average temperature indoors. The temperature in 1.5m and 2.8m above the room ground is the same, and 1°C lower than 0.3m above the room ground. So in radiant floor heating room, the indoor temperature distribution in vertical is very uniform, with better comfort.

![Fig. (4). Room temperature fluctuation in vertical.](image)

The temperature of hot water is set to 50°C. In the same water flow and the outdoor ambient temperature, the indoor temperature is set to 30°C. PID and fuzzy-PID control are used to control the low-temperature radiant floor heating system. It is shown in Figs. (5, 6).

The reference circulation pump control based on the indoor air temperature is shown in Table. The indoor temperature is set to 18-20°C, so the temperature of the floor surface is 23~ 31°C. In 24h, circulating pump starts 5 times, running 12h. The maximum amplitude of the room temperature is under 3°C. The reference circulation pump control based on the indoor air temperature can maintain temperature stability as shown in Table 1 and Fig. (7).
Table 1. The control based on indoor air temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>14:30</th>
<th>16:21</th>
<th>19:36</th>
<th>21:56</th>
<th>00:39</th>
<th>03:44</th>
<th>05:58</th>
<th>09:42</th>
<th>12:23</th>
<th>14:58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor temperature</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The control based on the floor temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>22:44</th>
<th>23:58</th>
<th>01:48</th>
<th>03:08</th>
<th>04:58</th>
<th>06:12</th>
<th>08:02</th>
<th>09:27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor temperature</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reference circulation pump control based on the floor temperature is shown in Table 2 and Fig. (8). The floor temperature is set to 26-28°C, so the temperature of the floor surface is 25~29°C; the temperature of the indoor air is 18~20°C. In the control of indoor air temperature, floor surface temperature fluctuation is large. In the control of floor temperature, indoor air temperature is stable.
The control based on the indoor air temperature can basically meet the temperature requirements. The control based on the floor surface temperature is feasible in the short term, while the set of floor surface temperature needs to be adjusted in the whole heating period. Two-parameter control based on the floor surface temperature and the indoor air temperature is very stable, with high initial investment.
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